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Nitty Gritty Washcloth 
 

 
 

Designed by 

Deja Jetmir 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Skill Level: Easy 
 
Materials: approx. 48 yards of Peaches and Cream Yarn in Bubblegum (207) 

- 2oz / 95 yds per skein 
- substitute with any 100% cotton yarn  
 

Crochet Hook: 4.0mm [US-F] 
 
Finished Measurements: Washcloth Measures 6” x 6” (not including hanging loop) 
 
Gauge: 4 SCs = 1”, 4 rows = 1” 
 
Gauge is not important. Only use any size hook to obtain the gauge if you 
want the same size as one shown. 
 
Free video tutorial available for this pattern at: 
http://crocheteverafter.com/ 
 
For Pattern Support, email: Deja@crocheteverafter.com 

 
 
  

http://crocheteverafter.com/tutorials/free-pattern-workshops/nitty-gritty-washcloth-workshop/
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CH 25 
 
Row 1: SC 2 times in 3rd CH from 
hook, *skip next chain, SC 2 times in 
next CH*; repeat from * to * across, 
ending in 2 SCs in last CH. 24 STS 
 
Row 2: Turn, CH 1, Skip first ST, SC 2 
times in next ST, *skip next ST, SC 2 
times in next ST*; repeat from * to * 
across, ending with 2 SCs in last ST. 24 
STS 
 
Row 3-24: Repeat Row 2. Do not 
fasten off on Row 24. 24 STS 
 
Edging: 
 
Working from yarn still attached. 
 
Row 1:  Turn, CH 1, *SC in every stitch 
across to last ST, SC 3 times in last ST to 
make turn*; repeat from * to * around 
all 4 sides to last ST, SC 2 times in last 
ST to make last corner. Join RND with 
SL ST in first ST of RND. 100 STS 
 
Special Stitch:  
 
Reverse SC: Working from left to right, 
insert hook from front to back of work, 
YO, pull loop thru, the YO should be on 
the left side of the other loop on the 
hook, YO, pull thru 2 loops on hook. See 
pictures for help. 
Or watch video tutorial available at: 
http://www.crocheteverafter.com/how 
 
Row 2: Without turning, *CH 1, 
reverse SC in same ST as join, *work 3 
reverse SC in corner ST to make turn, 
reverse SC in each ST across to next 
corner ST (24 total)*; repeat from * to * 
around next side stopping after 1st of 3rd 
corner STS, do not fasten off, go on to 
Hanging Loop Instructions. 
 

Hanging loop: with loop still on hook, 
CH 16. SL ST in beginning ST. Reverse 
SC 3 times in corner ST,  do not fasten 
off. 
Note: skip this step if you do not want a 
hanging loop. 
 
Continue edging for other 2 sides, 
ending at last ST. Join RND with a SL 
ST in first ST of RND. Fasten off and 
weave in end.  
 
Abbreviations Used: 
CH: chain; ST(S): stitch(es); SC: single 
crochet; SL ST: slip stitch; YO: yarn over 

 
Working the reverse SC (notice it is 
being worked from left to right) 

 
Working the reverse SC (notice the YO is 
on the left side of the other loop) 

http://www.crocheteverafter.com/how

